
Celebrating 
Leadership & Service

Lazarus Leadership Fellows 
Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School

Graduation 
October 5, 2015 – 7-8:30 p.m. 

The Mansion at Strathmore Hall
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The Graduation Program
Refreshments

Welcome and Explanation of the  
Lazarus Leadership Fellows Program

Bruce Adams, Program Founder

Presentations by Fellows

Remarks
Mark Bergel, Founder of A Wider Circle

Donna Lemon, Assistant Principal of B-CC High School
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2015 Lazarus Fellows

Auset Baptiste

Natalia Reyes Becerra

Candela Cerpa

Cece Wonyoung Chang

Addisu Dempsey

Lily DuFour

Jake Franze

Jane Fredman

Zach Gan

Hilena Kesete

Ellie Lo Re

Robert Lowndes

Ari Miller

KK Raffensperger

Grace Rosen
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Cooking for a Healthy Lifestyle
Grace Rosen and Candela Cerpa led a cooking class at Coffield Center with kids, ages 8 to 10, to educate them about the 
importance of a healthy lifestyle. One of the campers’ favorite recipes was a dessert pizza that replaced the tomato sauce 
with nonfat Greek yogurt, the cheese with granola or coconut, and the toppings with different fruits.

Grace: I learned that leadership is being able to adapt when situations do not turn out the way you plan. I always thought 
I was a person who could handle stress well, but now I know it is better to ask for help than to try to complete everything 
alone. I loved seeing the kids so engaged in our program that they didn’t want our program to end.

Candela: Lazarus taught me that there are many different ways to be a leader and that there are just as many ways for us 
to help make our communities better. Most importantly, I learned that in order to succeed, you need to surround yourself 
with a good team of people who share your goals.

Getting Excited About Snakes, Turtles, & Frogs
Ari Miller worked with the Audubon Naturalist Society in Chevy Chase teaching children about reptiles and amphibians. 
I executed a variety of interactive activities with campers while making it a fun and a learning environment. With the help 
of the staff there and my adviser, I successfully ran my project at the Audubon with very few issues.

Ari: I learned that leadership isn’t always stepping up and being the one on stage, but it’s playing a role to make the entire 
show work. At Audubon, I taught and executed my activities, but I helped run the camp as well and took part in everyday 
operations. In this way, I acted as a leader.

Nobody’s Alone Here (n.a.h.)
“Nah” is what teenagers say to show disinterest. Addisu Dempsey turned the negative into a positive with the launch of  
“n.a.h.” (Nobody’s Alone Here), a project that connects senior citizens to neighborhood teenagers willing to take their 
garbage bins down to the curb and back each week.

Addisu: I learned that simple kindness makes a big difference. I also found out that the support of others makes all the 
difference. Todd Smith of Little Falls Village (LFV) gave me great advice: start small and let n.a.h. grow one person at a 
time. LFV donated safety vests with our logo to make us a really professional-looking organization.

Promoting Volunteerism Through Video
Lily DuFour created a video to illustrate what great work the Special Olympics does for people with disabilities and how 
volunteers are such an important aspect of this organization. I planned shots, filmed, and edited the footage into a seven-
minute video that highlights the athletes and volunteers in this fantastic organization.

Lily: I learned that leaders are all unique and they all have different strengths. I learned that it is important for a leader 
to lead with others and ask for help if they need it. This program helped me understand why patience and persistence is 
important while completing a project.

Building Confidence Through Taekwondo
Natalia Reyes Becerra and Cece Wonyoung Chang taught Taekwondo, a Korean martial art, to children in Silver Spring. 
The children formed self-discipline and built confidence and perseverance. It was an outlet for stress and taught children 
to “lead by example.”

Natalia: Teaching Taekwondo at the Coffield Center taught me two main things about leadership: that it is a group effort 
and that failure is a part of the process. I also learned that I am good at analyzing a problem and coming up with a solution. 
Most importantly, I learned that I have the ability to “lead by example” and motivate others. 

Cece: I learned that leadership is not just a concept of  “one strong leader.”  It is more about cooperation and communication 
with other people around you. One has to be open-minded and willing to make a change. Motivation, caring, cooperation, 
communication, and open-mindedness are the key elements of leadership.
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The Summer Projects of the 2015 Lazarus Fellows: 

What They Did & What They Learned 



Walking to End Hunger
Robert Lowndes organized the first ever Bethesda CROP Hunger Walk, a five kilometer walk around Bethesda that raised 
money to help end hunger in the area and around the world. Fifty walkers helped raise about $3,000 dollars for Church 
World Service, Bethesda Cares, and Manna Food Bank.

Robert: I learned how to organize an event and recruit people to help. I learned how to approach people who can help 
me with my project, communicate with them, and eventually receive their help. Most importantly, I learned how to share 
something that I have a passion for and get other people to help me with my cause.

Happiness Through Painting
KK Raffensperger and Ellie Lo Re ran a camp for kids of wounded warriors and their families at Walter Reed. The kids 
and their families made a mural composed of different paintings about what made the kids happy and about their favorite 
pastimes. We put this mural in the Warrior Café at Walter Reed to inspire others.

KK: I learned that patience and adaptability are crucial in making sure your project runs smoothly. When working with 
outside organizations you don’t always have much control, so backup plans are necessary. I also realized that you have to 
stay goal-oriented in order to get all that is necessary completed.

Ellie: Our project enabled me to understand the difficulties of being a leader in addition to the sense of gratification one 
receives after making a difference in someone’s life. I learned that having to be adaptable and flexible was worth making 
an impact, no matter how small, on the lives of a group in our community that is commonly overlooked.

We Are Girls & We Are Great
Hilena Kesete and Auset Baptiste created workshops targeted to young girls that talked about the traditional views of 
women and how their roles in society have greatly changed throughout history. The purpose of these workshops was to 
provide positive role models to help guide the girls in the right direction.

Hilena: Lazarus taught me to be persistent in what you have to accomplish. I learned that asking for help is a part of 
being a leader. Not only will your supervisor appreciate it, but you will learn new information on how to approach things.

Auset: I learned that having a mentor to guide us comes in very useful. I also learned that you really have to stick with 
your group and communicate effectively because they are your partners and it is a team.

Self-Advocacy Through Art & Storytelling
Jane Fredman worked to break a cycle of silence in underprivileged teens and young children by encouraging self advocacy 
through spoken word, art, and storytelling. Jane worked with teens in Barry Farm as well as local preschoolers to encourage 
them to speak out against the gender norms and narratives about life they have been told.

Jane: I learned that leadership is something that does not just come from spirit but from organization and planning. I 
learned that being flexible is an important thing as well as being able to keep your goal in mind and change your idea to 
fit the opportunities that arise.

Learning the Fundamentals of Journalism at the Ballpark
Zach Gan led a sports journalism camp for middle-schoolers held in the press box of Shirley Povich Field. Campers learned 
the fundamentals of journalism: interviewing Big Train players, attending Big Train games, hearing from ESPN writer 
Mike Wise, and publishing their own stories on Big Train’s website.

Zach: I learned that leadership is all about coordination and experimentation. To be able to lead others, you must in turn 
allow yourself to be led by them. I also learned that I like to work with kids and teach others my passions.

Unlocking the Future One Mentor at a Time
Jake Franze designed a mentorship program to match children with Asperger’s Syndrome with professionals in each child’s 
area of interest. The aim was to provide “proof of concept” — working with only two mentees — to demonstrate that such 
a program could be integrated into the Best Buddies organization’s activities.

Jake: I learned that having a great idea is just one component to achieving something big, and that to implement you 
need to be realistic about goals, plan for the unexpected, and that success often requires many failures along the way. I also 
learned that being a leader means knowing when a team can do more than one individual.W
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2015 Guest Speakers
Mark Bergel
A Wider Circle 

Sheryl Brissett-Chapman
National Center for Children & Families

Anthony Cohen
Menare Foundation at Button Farm

Dave Dabney
Bethesda Urban Partnership

Seth Goldman and Joanna Seiden
Honest Tea

Steve Hull
Bethesda Magazine

Cara Lesser and Colleagues
KID Museum

Eliot Pfanstiehl
Strathmore

Larry Riggs
Upward Enterprises

Ned Sherburne
Bethesda-Chevy Chase Rescue Squad

Chris Van Hollen
Member of Congress

Lexi Hopkins and Samuel Loebig (Lazarus Fellows 2014)

Fellows Selection Committee
Carole Brand, Chair

Jennifer Adams • Donna Atkinson • Craig Brown • Hunter Hogewood

Lexi Hopkins (Lazarus Fellow 2014) • Patty Olszewski

Program Coordinator
Hugh Adams 

Program Founder
Bruce AdamsLa
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Founding Sponsor
The Julius and Dorothy Lazarus Foundation
Michael Gelman and Joseph Baldinger, Trustees

Fellowship Sponsors
Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School 

Educational Foundation

Bethesda Kiwanis Foundation

Bethesda-Chevy Chase Rotary Foundation

Lerch, Early, and Brewer, Chtd.

Miller & Long Co., Inc.

The Robert O. Scholz Foundation

The Jim and Carol Trawick Foundation

Contributors
Carole and Nick Brand

Special Thanks
Audubon Naturalist Society

A Wider Circle 

Bethesda Big Train

Bethesda Custom Framing

Bethesda Magazine 

Bethesda Urban Partnership 

Bradley Food & Beverage

Chili’s Grill & Bar

Christ Lutheran of Bethesda

Graceful Growing Together

Gwendolyn Coffield Center

Honest Tea 

KID Museum 

Little Falls Village

Special Olympics of Montgomery County

Strathmore Hall Arts Center 

Text Design, Inc.

Thrivent Financial

Walter Reed National Military Medical Center

Yellow Ribbon Fund 
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Fellows Program
1997-2015

More than 52,000 Hours of Service to Our Community

Named in honor of Julius and Dorothy Lazarus in recognition of their years of service to the children of the 
Bethesda area and the generous financial support provided by their foundation, the Lazarus Leadership Fellows 
Program helps prepare high school juniors and sophomores for their citizen leadership responsibilities. Since 1997, 
the Lazarus Fellows have completed more than 52,000 hours of community service.

Over the years, the Lazarus Fellows have been supported by the following staff members: Hugh Adams, Carol 
Beach, Helen Blunt, Michael Chasnow, Michelle Diaz (Lazarus 1997), Alysa Emden, Laurie Haughey, Jordan 
Henry, Karen Jaffe, Jared Joiner (Lazarus 2000), Sandra Neufeld Ostrach, Melissa Roller, Ellen Schneider, and 
Helen Strang.

“Our students ought to be taught fundamental lessons that say 
democracy is precious, democracy is perishable, democracy requires 
active attention, and democracy requires hard work.”

— Roger Wilkins, Professor of History and American Culture, George Mason University


